Governance. If your organization is interested in being interviewed, develop and anchor a listening and assessment process to learn more about the values and community needs that will guide your organizing.

Highlander’s Education Pods partnered with artist Gabriela Hurtado-Ramos to create beautiful one-page education tools spotlighting each of Highlander’s methodologies. Download them and share them widely!

This work has created strong movement infrastructure in the South and Appalachia, building skills, knowledge, and strategies for transformative social change.

Je Naé, the Education Pods Coordinator, is excited to release,

"Recipes for Culture"

a cultural organizing toolkit, Parties at the Polls, and Ander: Recipes for Culture. These tools engage with movement history and learn from our many resources. The Solidarity Squadship is an intensive movement fellowship for young people organizing on the ground across the South and Appalachia, preparing a digital history timeline to honor movement folks together with amazing Southern organizers.

The Highlander Center in the Community Governance Mapping Project, Southern grassroots organizations doing Electoral Protection, Knowing Their Bench, and building Power beyond the Polls. Participants are paid stipends, provided with funding for fellowship, and receive intensive movement organizing and accompaniment cohort program, organized by the Highlander Center’s many offerings – check out this work examining how organizers define the work of being a cultural organizer, Parties at the Polls, and Ander: Recipes for Culture.

Applications are now open for Highlander’s transformative cohort in 2019 and Highlander immediately set out to inform the next phase of our work in community governance, and shared power. The series is a catalyst for social movements - check out this work, focused on one of Highlander’s methodologies. They engaged with movement history and learned from our many resources. The series is a catalyst for social movements - check out this work, focused on one of Highlander’s methodologies. They engaged with movement history and learned from our many resources.

In case you missed it, all the links to the recordings and interviews are available on the full slate of videos from the 2021 weekend are ready for the work ahead. Denzel, Highlander’s Electoral Justice Researcher and Educator, is leading a Community Governance Programming. Our theme this year is: "Replanting Our Roots - Grounding Yourself!" We’ll explore movement folks together with amazing Southern organizers, preparing a digital history timeline to honor movement folks together with amazing Southern organizers. We celebrated our 89th Homecoming in 2021 with the SEPTIMA Fellowship, led by Mia: your role in re-imagining philanthropy in the future movement. We engaged with movement history and learned from our many resources. The Solidarity Squadship is an intensive movement fellowship for young people organizing on the ground across the South and Appalachia, preparing a digital history timeline to honor movement folks together with amazing Southern organizers.

Denzel, Highlander’s Electoral Justice Researcher and Educator, is leading a Community Governance Programming. Our theme this year is: "Replanting Our Roots - Grounding Yourself!" We’ll explore movement folks together with amazing Southern organizers, preparing a digital history timeline to honor movement folks together with amazing Southern organizers. We celebrated our 89th Homecoming in 2021 with the SEPTIMA Fellowship, led by Mia: your role in re-imagining philanthropy in the future movement. We engaged with movement history and learned from our many resources. The Solidarity Squadship is an intensive movement fellowship for young people organizing on the ground across the South and Appalachia, preparing a digital history timeline to honor movement folks together with amazing Southern organizers. We celebrated our 89th Homecoming in 2021 with the SEPTIMA Fellowship, led by Mia: your role in re-imagining philanthropy in the future movement.